
Teacher Notes with Sample Answers 
 
Sample Students Responses for Volume comparisons: 
 

1) It takes 8 of each type of rod in the original figure to build each part of the 
enlarged figure. Therefore, the enlarged figure must be 8 times as large as the 
original figure. 

 
 

2) The enlarged figure can be broken down into 8 figures identical to the 
original.  

 
 

3)  The enlarged figure contains N white (1 by 1 by 1) cubes. The original figure 
contains M white cubes.  N divided by M equals 8. 

 
 

4) V prism = lwh for each prism part in each figure where l, w, and h represent 
length, width and height respectively.   
Add individual volumes of the parts together to get the volume of the figure. 

V enlarged = N 
V original = M 
N divided by M equals 8 
 

Students Responses for Surface Area comparisons: 
 

1) If you compare the shape of a face on the original cube to the corresponding face 
on the enlarged cube, the enlarged face always is made up of 4 copies of the 
smaller cube face. 

 
 

2) The number of 1 by 1 squares on the surface of the enlarged figure = N  
The number of 1 by 1 squares on the surface of the original figure = M  
N divided by M equals 4 

3) Find the area of each face of the figure by multiplying length times width. 
 
SA enlarged = sum of the faces of the enlarged figure 
SA original = sum of the faces of the original figure 
SA enlarged  divided by  SA original  = 4 
 



 
Build It  Shapes (possible solutions for Shape 1)  

 
 
 

    
Shape 1 
 

   
Scale Factor 2    Another View (Notice surface areas.) 
 

  
Volume compared to original shape (8 times the original) 
 



The following shapes accompany the Student Task #1 cards. 
 

  
Shape 1   Shape 2  
 

  
Shape 3    Shape 4 


